EDMUND SENIOR WEEK
BLANKET SIGNUPS
Single tickets to Individual Events Go on Sale in Main Lobby Tomorrow for Last Time

BEAVERS SHOW POWER IN TRACK EVENTS
One lone point was enough for the Track Section team to put the combination in the lead Saturday. The Institute runners upset all the dope by an unexpected score of speed, particularly in the sprint events. The Green's and Spitz first 100-

AWARDS TONIGHT
(Continued on Page 4)

PHOSPHORUS TO MAKE LAST APPEARANCE ON SCHEDULE
Flourishes will appear next Mon-
tomorrow for an all-senior aggregation. A new number will appear at the first of this first act will appear the first of the middle of the second act. There will be a prize for the best number. This material for this issue is being taken to avoid the chance of this theme.

DINNER AND SMOKER FOR THE TECH STAFF
All Departments Have a Get-Together in Faculty Dining Room Pool the Hoo Doo of Friday the 13th
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PROMINENT SPEAKERS AT E. I. DU PONT TONIGHT

Institute Runners Spill Dope by Defeating Strong Green Team in Exciting Meet—220 Yard Dash Is Deciding Event

TECHNOLOGY BARELY TOPS DARTMOUTH IN CLOSE MEET
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